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Abstract: This deliverable makes use of the reference scenarios established in D
1.3 for the analysis of the long-term balancing of increased amounts of fluctuating
electricity production in the six regions defined in D 1.1 The analysis is partly
based on the description of balancing technologies in D 2.3

1. Introduction
This deliverable describes the scenario calculations made for 2020 for the six regions chosen
in D1.1. regarding long-term balancing of increased amounts of fluctuating and partly
unpredictable electricity production
The regions are:
EST
DK-W
D
PL
E
SC-S

Estonia
Western Denmark
Germany
Poland
Spain
South of Scotland

Reference calculations have been carried out using the 7.01 version of the EnergyPLAN
programme. The programme is introduced and explained in D 1.3. The updated version and
manual can be found at [1]
In section 2, the economic assumptions used for the calculations are resumed.
In section 3, a number of scenario analyses for each region are presented. For practical
reasons, only the technologies of special importance to the region in question are commented
and explained. The role of CHP is not emphasized in particular as the benefits and potentials of
CHP have been described in D 1.3
In section 4, the ongoing process of structural changes relevant for the balancing efforts in
the transmission and distribution network for electricity is shortly described.
In section 5, the general conclusions are presented.

2. Economy assumptions
Fuel prices differ a lot between the regions. This is partly due to local conditions – in
particular regarding different qualities of coal, but also due to different ways of incorporating
the large oil price increases in the course of 2004. For 2020, even bigger differences were
experienced. This can be explained by different attitudes regarding the development of the oil
price. In Denmark and Spain, the official IEA forecast has been used, in which the present high
level of oil prices is expected to be intermediate, while other countries have more pessimistic
(realistic?) approaches. To make the calculations comparable it was decided in D 1.3 to use two
sets of standard data for oil, N-gas and electricity. A low price scenario, 2020a, corresponding
to the first attitude (26 $/brl) and a high price scenario, 2020b, corresponding to the latter (100
$/brl).
Since then, however, the IEA forecast has been adjusted upwards. It has therefore been
decided to use energy prices based on IEA’s World Energy Outlook 2006 as the sole price set
for the calculations in this part of the project.
€/GJ
Coal
Fuel oil
N-gas
Price (2015)
1,8 *)
5
5
*) for Estonia a lower price for the oil shale is used: 1,25 €/GJ
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Prices are socio-economic prices including delivery to plant. (No taxes).
The use of this price set has two advantages:
•
•

The results become comparable to other similar analyses (e.g. [2])
The use of a ‘medium’ price set provides graphs, which show the differences
between the different technologies more clearly (‘high prices’ tend to make every
investment pay, while ‘low prices’ has the opposite tendency).

The average electricity price for the spot markets is assumed to be 47 €/MWh in 2020. This
figure is based on a recent analysis performed by the software Balmorel by the Danish company
‘EA Energianalyse’ [2]. In this analysis, the future electricity markets of the Nordic countries
and the northern part of the UCTE electrical grid area were simulated for the year 2025. Using
official projections for electricity consumption and changes in the mix of production units, the
mentioned average price was found to provide balance in the system.
Costs of investment and O&M of the various technologies concerned are based on official
Danish estimates found in [3]. These costs are shown in Appendix 1.The costs of establishing
wind turbines, however, have increased significantly during the last year. Therefore, the prices
used in [2] are chosen: 1 M€/MW inland, 2 M€/MW off shore (including costs of connection to
the inland grid).
A cost of 30 €/t for CO2 quotas and an interest rate of 3 % without inflation are assumed.
The balancing potential of the different scenarios considered for each region is evaluated by
comparing the total socio-economic costs of production for electricity to meet the demand
including any potential import or export of electricity. Because of the different levels of CHP
plants involved in the production different amounts of the heating demand is covered by the
same costs. For the individual region, however, this district heating demand is kept constant for
all variations considered. This means that the variations for this region are compared correctly,
but that the absolute levels of the total costs should not be compared among regions.
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3. Scenario calculations
3.1 Estonia
Estonia has a relatively high capacity of interconnectors (230 % of the average capacity
needed to cover the demand by import only). On top of that, an increase of CHP capacity to
about 23% of the production is assumed for 2020. These factors facilitate the introduction of
large shares of wind power. In fig. 3.1.1, it is seen how investment in wind power is profitable
for the reference case up to about 70% of the demand (13 TWh). Investment and O&M costs of
the necessary wind turbines are included in the calculation (see Appendix 1). A wind regime
corresponding to 2500 full load hours is assumed. This corresponds to the best available
positions along the coast. For the large shares of wind power, it will probably be difficult to find
sufficient sites on the coast. In this case, the possibility of offshore wind power would be
relevant, but this alternative has somewhat higher production costs because the double costs of
establishment and operation are only partly balanced by the app. 50% higher production.

Total costs, Estonia 2020
1000
950
900
Reference
M€/year

850

No CHP
No excess regulation

800

20% daily flexible
20 % weekly flex

750

+ 2000 MW connector
700
650
600
3

6

9

12

15

TW h/year w ind pow er

Fig. 3.1.1
In 2020, spot market prices in Estonia are assumed to vary like the prices on the German
spot market unlike to day, where the liberalisation is not fully implemented.
An important limitation of these calculations must be stressed. The calculations are
performed of the regions individually under the assumption that the neighbours do ‘business as
usual’. That means that price elasticity on the international markets is taken into account, but a
situation in which the neighbours extend their wind power production in a similar way and need
to export at very much the same hours as the region in question is not correctly described. This
consideration is relevant for Estonia where the neighbours, eastward as well as westward, have
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similar wind regimes. The situation between Germany and Austria as an example is very
different as wind power can be assumed to balance hydro power as long as the capacities are
matching. The question whether unrealistic international balancing is assumed or not must be
assessed carefully in each case.
The importance of the CHP plants is illustrated by the ‘No CHP’ graph of fig 3.1.1. It shows
how the total production costs of electricity would increase if the CHP units were replaced by
boilers using the same fuel (N-gas). The increase is partly due to the lower fuel efficiency of
such a solution and partly due to the lower flexibility of this system.
The next graph shows the potential of the CHPs for handling possible excess electricity
production beyond the export capacity of the interconnectors. They can A: shift from CHP
production to boiler production, or B: shift from boiler production of heat to the use of electrical
boilers. The graph shows how the total costs increase at very high shares of wind power only if
these possibilities are not present and the only other option is used: C: cutting off wind power at
hours of excess production. Because of the relatively strong interconnectors this becomes
relevant at very high shares of wind power only.
The following graphs show the effect of the introduction of flexible demands. This can be
implemented in various ways, normally by making use of thermal storage in connection with
room heating and cooling or in connection with industrial processes. These possibilities are
described in D 2.3.
It is seen how the positive effect of flexible demand is relevant only at wind shares above
70%, and that flexible demands with a time frame of a week make wind shares of nearly 100 %
feasible. It is noted that the costs related to making the demand flexible and the operation and
administration of this system are not included. These costs are difficult to evaluate – a lot of the
flexibility does not require much investment, just a new way of trading.
Finally, a calculation on the economy of a further increase in the capacity of the
interconnectors (from 2,5 GW to 4,5 GW) is made. It shows that it is profitable only at the very
high levels of wind power. Attention is drawn to the remarks above regarding the possibilities
of international balancing.
In the calculation above, the total investment in a 1000 MW interconnector is assumed to be
150 M€ (lifetime 30 years, O&M 0,5% of investment). This is much higher than the costs found
in D 1.2 of the connectors as such , but an interregional transmission line normally requires
costly strengthening of the internal grid. The total costs in the actual case are based on analyses
carried out by the Danish Energy Agency [4].
In Fig. 3.1.3, the increase in interconnector capacity is illustrated. In the case of very high
wind share (12 TWh), it is seen how the limitations on export are removed, and how the
unwanted shifts from CHP production to boiler production are removed. On top of this, the even
worse cut down on wind production is decreased.
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CO2 emissions, Estonia 2020
14
12
10
Reference
Mt/year

8

No CHP
No excess regulation

6

20% daily flexible
20 % weekly flex

4

+ 2000 MW connector
2
0
-2
3

6

9

12

15

TW h/year w ind pow er

Fig. 3.1.2
Fig. 3.1.2 shows the total CO2 emissions caused by the electricity production in Estonia in
2020 for the variations of the basic scenario described above. The CO2 emissions are corrected
according to the net import/export of electricity for the region. For this correction, the coal
power plant data regarding efficiency are used.
The corrected emissions are seen to be very similar except for the highest levels of wind
power. The difference here is due to different amounts of wind power being lost because of
limitations in the system’s ability to cope with peak productions.
CHP is seen to have an important effect on CO2 emissions due to the shift from coal to Ngas and the increase in total efficiency.
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Fig. 3.1.3
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3.2 Denmark-West
The Danish case has been described in some detail in D 1.4. In this connection, very much
the same calculations as referred to in the case of Estonia have been carried out. The differences
are that Denmark has a higher share of CHP (50%) and a lower capacity of interconnectors (70
% of the average capacity needed to cover the demand). For this reason, the optimal wind power
level for the reference system is lower (app 50%).
In the first variation shown in Fig. 3.2.1, the CHP capacity is reduced by about 20% (1000
MWe). The increased costs show that the high level of CHP is profitable. (In the calculation, the
decreased capacity of the CHPs is balanced by an increase of the capacity of the condensing
power plants.)
The next calculations show the effects of increasing the interconnector capacity to the Nordic
market (Hydro power) in two steps: From 1,7 GW to 3,7 GW and further to 5,7 GW. These
connectors are assumed to involve twice the costs of the connectors used for Estonia because of
the long distances involved, but the balancing relevance is of greater importance.
Because of the relatively low interconnector capacity, the excess regulating potential of the
CHPs is more important than in Estonia.
Finally, the establishment of 200 MWe of heat pumps with a COP of 3,5 at the CHP plants is
evaluated. The low temperature heat source could be condensing cooling of exhaust gas from Ngas engines (e.g. 20 dg.C) stored in a low temperature heat storage. As can be seen, this
investment is economical to a wide range of wind power and is hence preferable to the increase
of interconnector capacity. This is particularly interesting because this solution is decentralised
and does not require the strengthening of the internal transmission system.

Total costs, Denmark
2400
2350
Reference

M€/year

2300

-1000 MW e CHP

2250

+ 2000 MW connect

2200

+ 4000 MW connect

2150

No excess regulation

2100

200 MW e Heat pump

2050
2000
6

12

18

24

30

Tw h/year w ind pow er

Fig. 3.2.1
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CO2 emissions, Denmark
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24
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Fig. 3.2.2
The picture for the corrected CO2 emissions is similar to Estonia apart from the greater
effect of the increases of the interconnectors. Negative CO2 emissions are possible because the
high level of export connected to high shares of wind power is assumed to replace large
amounts of electricity produced by coal. Even if the export goes mainly to Norway and Sweden,
the reduction in coal power might in the final analysis take place in Poland or even Russia via
the interconnectors internally in the Nordic system and the connections between this system and
Russia, Estonia and Poland. (see D 1.2)
In Fig. 3.2.3, the function of the heat storages is illustrated. The situation shown concerns
very high wind power levels (24 TWh equals 100% of demand). The capacity of the storages at
the CHPs is assumed to increase from the reference situation, 25 GWh, (top line) to 70 GWh
(bottom line).
It is seen how the increased storage is used for shifting CHP production in order to minimise
PP production (condensing power plants) and boiler production of heat.
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Fig.3.2.3
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3.3 Germany
Germany has a relatively low capacity of interconnectors (app. 35 % of average capacity for
covering the demand by import). In 2020, a share of about 20% of the electricity is assumed to be
produced at CHP plants, while 8 % is inflexible nuclear power.
For these reasons, the optimal level for wind power is lower than in Estonia and Denmark:
around 40% of the demand (500 TWh).
The variations of the reference conditions illustrated in figure 3.3.1 show that:
CHP is profitable, particularly regarding the lower levels of wind power. (a decrease in
capacity to 50% causes an increase in the total costs). In the German situation, very high
levels of wind power result in relatively few operating hours of the CHPs, which cannot
justify the higher investment and operation costs compared to condensing power plants.
The establishment of 2000 MWe of heat pumps at the CHP plants (same specifications as
used in the Danish case) has an important positive influence on the feasibility of wind
power.
The potential for regulating excess electricity at the CHPs becomes important at high
levels of wind power like in Denmark.
The introduction of about 20% flexible demand (either at a 24 hour or weekly time
frame) has a very distinctive balancing effect. It is noted that the costs of establishing the
flexibility are not taken into account.

Total costs, Germany

M€/year

30000
29000

Reference

28000

50 % CHP
2000 MW e HP

27000

No excess regulation

26000

100 TW h daily flex

25000

100 TW h weekly flex

24000
100

200

300

400

500

TW h/year w ind pow er

Fig. 3.3.1
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CO2 emissions, Germany
300
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Mt/year

50 % CHP
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2000 MW e HP

100

No excess regulation
100 TW h daily flex

50

100 TW h weekly flex

0
-50

100

200

300

400

500

TW h/year w ind pow er

Fig. 3.3.2
The corrected CO2 emissions show the same picture as for Estonia: Only the level of CHP
production causes a significant difference.
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3.4 Poland
The reference scenario in Poland resembles Germany but the relative interconnector capacity
is lower (25%), the assumed CHP share is higher (25%) and there is no nuclear power.
Adding 2000 MW interconnector capacity is more or less economically neutral and does not
improve the feasibility of wind power.
Lowering the capacity of CHP causes higher total costs at the lower levels of wind power,
and substituting all CHP plants with condensing power plants causes a large increase in the
costs at all levels of wind power. In this case, the amount of district heating is kept constant and
heated by N-gas boilers. The lower total efficiency of this system causes higher fuel costs.
The introduction of heat pumps and/or flexible demands have not been tested for this region,
but results similar to the Estonian and German cases are expected.

Total costs, Poland 2020
10600
10400
10200

Reference

10000
M€/year

+ 2000 MW connector
9800

50% CHP
No CHP

9600

No excess regulation
9400
9200
9000
8800
30

60

90

120

150

TWh/ye ar w ind pow e r

Fig. 3.4.1
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CO2 emissions, Poland 2020
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100
Reference
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Mt/year

+ 2000 MW connector
50% CHP
60

No CHP
No excess regulation

40

20

0
30

60

90

120

150

TWh/ye ar w ind pow e r

Fig. 3.4.2
For the CO2 emissions, the same relative picture is seen as in Estonia and Germany, but in this
case, negative values are not reached. This is due to the relation among coal-fired plants, the
capacity of the interconnectors and the absence of nuclear power.
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3.5 Spain
The situation in Spain is quite different from that in the central and northern European
countries considered above. The heating demand is lower and hence the CHP solution is
difficult to implement. (The possibility for combining heating and cooling demands is discussed
below).
Interconnector capacities are rather weak (7% of average demand) and inflexible production
(nuclear and industrial CHP) covers a relatively large share (25%). CHP is negligible but some
flexibility is obtained by hydro power with reservoir and reverse pumping (9%).

Total costs, Spain
17000
16000

M€/year

15000

Reference
80 TW h daily flex.
80 TW h weekly flex

14000

Hydro - no reservoir
20% battery cars

13000
12000
11000
70

140

210

280

350

TWh/year wind power

Fig. 3.5.1
Fig 3.5.1 shows how flexible demands increase the feasibility of wind power. In line with
this, the negative effect is shown when not making use of the reservoirs of the hydro power for
balancing purposes.
New technologies with balancing potential must, however, be introduced if further increases
in the wind power capacity are wanted. In this case, the possibility of involving the transport
sector is investigated. The assumption is made that 20% of all cars will be changed to battery
cars. The electrical power needed in order to maintain the former amount of transport work is
calculated to be 13 TWh/year. Because of the high efficiency of battery cars compared to petrol
cars this electricity in turn substitutes 60 TWh petrol and lowers the CO2 emission with 15,9 Mt
CO2. The costs of the investment are assumed to be 40% more than those of the corresponding
petrol car, which is valued at 11000 € (socio-economic costs). It is underlined that this estimate
of the extra cost prices is based on today’s technology in the way that they are assumed to have
dropped to half in 2020 as a result of the 13 years of development.
To maximise the balancing use of the batteries in this great number of cars the so-called
Vehicle-to-Generator (V2G) operation is assumed. According to this method, the owners of the
cars are motivated to keep the cars connected to the grid whenever they are not in use. This will
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make it possible for the system operators to load and to unload the batteries according to the
balancing needs of the system. An intelligent control system in each car ensures that sufficient
energy is available for the battery when it is needed by the owner. Figure 3.5.2 below shows
how this functions in practice. In the case shown, the upper graph illustrates how the electricity
demand is met in a situation with a high level of wind power, i.e. 75% of total yearly demand
and without the battery cars. The lower graph shows how the batteries are used for lowering the
production of the power plants (yellow=storage). The energy for this purpose has been loaded
into the batteries at times when a surplus of power would otherwise have caused some turbines
to be stopped.

Figure 3.5.2. Production without (left) and with (right) battery cars.(RES12=wind power,
RES34=hydro power and photo voltaic, PP=power plant).

In Fig. 3.5.1, it is seen how the introduction of battery cars as described above can shift the
optimal level of wind power to the right. With the chosen cost estimate it is only profitable at
very high wind shares, but the vertical position of this graph is questionable. If other benefits of
the use of electrical cars like lower noise and pollution levels in big cities are included the
picture might change completely.
As mentioned in the beginning of this section, one way of overcoming the difficulties
regarding the establishment of district heating and CHP could be to combine district heating
with district cooling by the so called trigeneration technology. With reference to section 5 of D
2.3, a calculation has been made in which 1000 MWe CHP is compared to the same capacity
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equipped with cooling devices. A simple solution in which an absorption cooling device with
COP=1 is driven by the released heat of the gas engine is considered. A cold storage of similar
capacity to the heat storage (app. 8 hours) is assumed. The investment and operation costs of
this device are not considered. They are assumed to be balanced by the large number of
individual electrical driven AC units which they replace. In this case, the district heating
network is designed to be used for heating in the winter and cooling in the summer.
The resulting cooling is half of the heating demand (2,5 and 5 TWh respectively) and it is
distributed according to the hourly distribution used for solar panels.
The result of this calculation shows that the regulating effect is too small to be seen in the
graphs, but it is interesting to note that the economy is positive. Savings of app 50 M€/year are
found for moderate levels of wind power, while lower savings are found at high levels because
of the lower number of operating hours for CHP.

CO2 emissions, Spain
120
100
Reference

Mt/year

80

80 TW h daily flex.

60

80 TW h weekly flex
40

Hydro - no reservoir

20

20% battery cars

0
-20
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280

350

TW h/year w ind pow er

Fig. 3.5.3
Regarding CO2 emissions, the effects of the differences in flexibility are found to begin at
lower wind power levels than seen in e.g. Germany. This is due to the low relative
interconnector capacity. The stopping of wind turbines at peak production hours occurs at lower
wind capacity levels, and whenever a wind turbine is stopped the missing production must be
produced elsewhere – in these calculations by coal-fired condensation plants.
Battery cars have a distinctive positive effect on CO2 emissions because of the petrol they
substitute.
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3.6 3.6 Scotland-South
The region Scotland-South is shown in fig. 3.6.1

To
Northern
T
Ireland
o
N th

Fig. 3.6.1
It differs from the previous regions in the high interconnector capacity (170 % of average
demand) and the high inflexible electricity production capacity (nuclear and industrial CHP –
app. 50%). CHP with district heating is almost not existing, even in the forecast for 2020 (3%).
For the reference calculations, the total costs shown in fig. 3.6.2 have a clear minimum
around 50% wind power. The copies of output graphs from the EnergyPLAN software shown in
Fig. 3.6.4 illustrate this.
In the top row of this figure, the wind power production is 18 TWh/year (the optimum level).
In the middle row, the capacity of the turbines has been increased in order to reach 24
TWh/year, but the interconnectors sometimes reach the limit for export and part of the new
capacity must be cut off as the power plants have already been stopped. In the bottom row, an
increase of 2000 MW for the interconnectors has been established and the whole wind power
production can again be used. The graphs look very much like the top row except from the fact
that the scales of the y-axis have been changed.
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Total costs, Scotland 2020
800
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M€/year
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TWh/year wind power

Fig. 3.6.2
Apart from the increase of interconnector capacity, which is seen from Fig. 3.6.2 to have a
questionable economy, the following balancing possibilities have been investigated:
conversion of 20 % of the demand to flexible demand (24 h and one week time frames)
increase of the CHP capacity to 1000 MWe
Flexible demand is again seen to have strong positive effects, but it is noted that the costs of
the conversion are not considered.
1000 MWe CHP is not enough to shift the optimal level of wind power but it is seen to be
profitable.
The graph ‘No excess regulation’ shows less increase in costs than in e.g Germany. This is
because the very low level of CHP and district heating leaves little room for regulation anyway.
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CO2 emissions, Scotland 2020

4
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20% weekly flex
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12
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24

30

TWh/year wind power

Fig. 3.6.3
The shape of the CO2 graph is similar to the graph of other regions with strong
interconnectors (like Estonia), but the level is lower. A large export of electricity produced
nearly 100% by nuclear and wind power causes high CO2 deficits.
The reservations regarding international balancing made in section 3.1 are, however, relevant
to this case as wind power is also relevant to all the neighbouring regions.
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Res12=wind. Top row: 18 TWh wind. Two bottom rows: 24 TWh
DESIRE D 1.5.doc

Fig. 3.6.4. Two top rows: 6000 MW interconnect. Bottom row: 8000 MW
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4. Structural changes of the distribution network
The energyPLAN scenario calculations referred to above assume that a perfect market (or a
centralised control system) allocates the production capacities hour by hour in a way which
ensures either minimum excess electricity production or minimum socio-economic production
costs. This is a sound methodology when the aim is to compare the potential of different
capacity mixes or different control strategies, but it does not present a realistic picture of the
functioning of the partially liberalised electricity market of today.
The reasons for this are analysed in a number of deliverables of the DESIRE project.
However, this situation is being improved as both the markets and the technical systems are
changing at considerable speed in the direction of more intelligence and flexibility.
This process has been studied by a number of EU projects and lately in the EU SmartGrid
Technology Platform, which was launched in April 2006. The text below and Figure 4.1 show
how the process involves many topics from micro grids to Smarter use of transmission lines.

The platform, in turn, relies partly on the finding of the projects in the FP5 cluster: IRED.
Among them DISPOWER and CRISP.

Figure 4.1. SmartGrids.
It is seen from these studies that the aim of the mentioned process is not just to improve the
ability to incorporate fluctuating electricity sources but also to minimise the need for new costly
interconnectors and – most of all – to improve the supply security in ‘open’ systems with many
operators. These studies have two main headlines: a) more powerful communication networks;
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b) a change from AC distribution systems towards DC systems involving HVSC (high voltage
semi conductors). The first can provide more flexible and efficient balancing of fluctuating
electricity productions. The latter can provide cheaper and more effective transmission and
distribution systems with less environmental impact (underground cables).
In Denmark, where the need for changes is big because of the high share of wind power, a
large-scale pilot test is taking place with a new way of organising the distribution system – the
cell system. It is described in detail in ref [5]. It is part of a large project which has just been
initiated by the Danish TSO, Energinet.dk, under the name: EcoGrid. [6] The aim of this project
is to prepare the Danish transmission and distribution system for the present goal of the
government: 50 % wind power in 2020.
The idea is to equip a distribution area at the medium voltage level (60 kV) with an extensive
information network connecting all producers and a number of large consumers. This will create
a semi-independent ‘cell’ where automatic balancing of as well active as reactive power can
take place. In case of voltage break-downs at the higher levels of the transmission system, this
cell can disconnect itself and continue operation in ‘island’ mode. The cell is situated in the
Holsted area in Southern Jutland and encompasses wind turbines as well as CHPs. [7]
Similar projects are under way in Australia and the USA where a combination of new
decentralised power plants (mainly N-gas combined cycle), high peak demands caused by air
conditioning and a liberalised market has created a decreasing security of supply.[8]

5. Conclusions
In six regions in Denmark, Germany, the UK, Poland, Spain and Estonia, models of the
electricity supply have been made and the magnitude of CHP regulation systems has been
evaluated against other relevant measures including the expansion of interconnectors.
Interregional and international transmission lines play an important role in the balancing of
fluctuating and partly unpredictable electricity productions and consumptions, in particular
when they connect areas with fundamentally different systems of electricity production units.
An example of this is the balancing of wind power and hydro power with reservoirs between
Denmark and Norway.
However, the scenario calculations for 2020 for the six regions have shown that new
interregional transmission lines usually do not form the most profitable and sustainable solution
to the balancing problem caused by an increase of fluctuation in the electricity production. A
range of technologies which can be applied to increase the internal balancing capacity has been
analysed and described:
• CHP with heat stores (maybe with heat pumps)
• Flexible demands and Demand Side Management.
• Hydro power with reservoirs (maybe with reverse pumping).
• Electrical cars (battery, hybrid or fuel cell)
CHP with heat stores: Except from the case of Denmark, CHP is typically used today as
base load or heat demand-oriented production. However, by use of heat stores, CHP may serve
as a balancing instrument for peak load production, spot markets, manual reserve and possibly –
as long as they are operating – even primary reserve. The operation hours may decrease, but
such operation will allow for better integration of wind power. Heat pumps can be added and
allow for improvements of both efficiencies and even further improvements of the integration of
wind power.
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Flexible demand and demand side management can be used for avoiding the peaks of excess
wind power production. This involves e.g. heat stores in individual houses for demand response
purposes. Hot water and space heat demands can partly be covered by heat stores with
integrated electric heaters or, at best, be equipped with energy-efficient heat pumps.
Hydro power with reservoirs including reverse pumping can ideally be used for delivering
positive and negative balancing power. Capacity can be retrieved from the storage when energy
is needed and the electricity is typically available within minutes or even within one minute.
The use of hydro power for European balancing will mainly apply to short-term and fastresponding power balancing requirements on small scale.
Electric cars: The integration of the electricity supply system and the transport system has
been investigated as a long-term solution for the balancing of wind power. Positive socioeconomic results have been found in the 2020 calculations in cases where the price difference
between an ordinary car and a comparable battery car is reduced to 50% of today’s level. This is
due to the combined advantages of A: the balancing potential of the large combined capacity of
the batteries, and B: the substitution of the expensive and CO2-emitting fuel, petrol.
The proposed internal balancing requires effective and fast markets for primary power as
well as balancing power and reserve power. This in turn can only be implemented if new
powerful communication networks linking all producers and major consumers are established.
The passing of this barrier is, however, assisted by a parallel effort by the TSOs: the creation
of the ‘cell structure’ in the transmission and distribution system.
The intention behind this effort is to create smaller and more independent areas (cells)
operating at the medium voltage levels below 100 kV. This structure can perform balancing of
active as well as reactive power and can enable the single cells to disconnect from the
transmission grid in situations where voltage break-downs are threatening to spread to large
areas (even internationally).The need for these functions has increased with the increase of
decentralised producers and the opening of the access to the grid.
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Appendix 1

(actual capacity figures refer to the Estonian reference)
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